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Applying the FASTER thought process



Introduction

Introduction

Using the FASTER systems to develop solutions for training is
a fantastic way of developing your way.  In an increasingly
competitive market, full of badly researched trainers combined
with guru followers, a system to develop your system is the
best skill I can give you.

The FASTER system runs through all of our courses, at each
level.  The higher up the levels of education you go, the more
we ask you to think for yourself that is the only difference.

In this ebook, I will link you to some cool videos to show you a
better in-depth knowledge on different topics and also to help
you understand the difference in levels of thinking and areas
of training.

Everything in here has research, and the papers feature across
our courses.  If you want this research, then please email
john@fasterglobal.com  and I will send over the names of the
papers for the topic you want clarifying.



Introduction
It is important to know, as with any new area of science and
research, rehabilitation, prevention and performance are very
young in relationship to some sciences, the results are subject
to change.  

As the science is so young, then FASTER is often right now, and
wrong tomorrow.   To combat this, we have groups of
students that work together online to get the latest
information to each other at pace.  We have regular online
discussions about how to improve and where we have issues.
 We have an only buy once policy, to allow everyone to stay up
to date.  As we change and improve, we bring this information
to you at no extra cost.  

As long as we have the space, we also invite you back on to
courses that you have previously done live.  We do this as a
guest to do the live courses again (depending on space and
also the correct number of paying students to make this
happen).

Each section of this ebook demonstrates to you the level of
thought process for each level of our courses.  Each level
contains the application of the information for each of the
three main reasons people hire a trainer, coach or therapist.

The last page is a special gift for you!
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Personal Training Success

The FASTER career route -

Initial Qualification

Level 1 - Functional Circuit Trainer

Rule the Kettlebell- Stop Turn Accelerate - Training In'tension

Level 2 - Functional Training Coach (Assess Coach Train)

AFT - Performance - AFT - Therapy - Performance Lifting

Level 3 - Functional Training Specialist (Performance)

Therapy - Energy Systems - Speed Training

Level 4 FTE- for want to be tutors
Level 5 Course Directors - to write courses
These levels are invite only



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

Prevention of Injuries

Okay so let's start here, we can’t prevent an injury without a
crystal ball and an intervention.  The bottom line is that the
reasons an injury happen are as follows -

High-Risk Movement
Bad Decision Making
Bad knowledge of ability    +
———————————-
High Level Chance of Injury

So what we can control in this formula at this level, is the
threshold of high-risk movement.  As in, if we can give our
clients more skills and better execution of these skills in
different environments, then we have made it harder to get
injured.   Unfortunately bad decision making is something that
could be a result of the environment or personality, so we
have little to no influence on this, other than to make the client
aware of this.



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

Having a poor knowledge of personal ability can be a risk.   The
client approaches a movement challenge under confident with
a lack of commitment that results in a poor choice of
technique. Alternatively the client could approach the
movement with an overconfidence which fuels bad decision
making on the side of the client.

By giving the client a safe environment to try many different
movement challenges, and then you will ensure the best
chance of reducing the risks of a preventable injury from
happening.

This level of training will give you buckets of exercises to get
your client to use and try to master. With so many different
challenges that they will be better at coping when they do
need to pull out a skill.  Obviously on top of this, you have the
ability to create your movement challenges for your clients.



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

Performance

Performance training works across all levels of fitness.
 Typically all performance goals fit into one or several of the
following categories -

Improved Body Shape
Improved Power Output
Improved Stamina
Improved Skill

All of these are simply the ability to perform a skill at a level of
intensity or skill.  Many trainers in the industry cannot
differentiate between a movement and a load that is a vital
skill to improve movement performance.  Personal Trainers
will often say the best exercise for the legs is the barbell
squat.   They mean that the simplest exercise to learn for the
lower body is the squat (you start practicing from about the
age of 1). It means that you are so good at this movement, then
the danger is low.  The low danger exercise is a great way of
accessing more power output from your muscles (we cover
the fatigue protection system later in this ebook). The bottom
line is then that this exercise could allow you to get more
overload from this easy exercise.



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

To develop someone physically though, you need to
understand skills development and then the application of
enough intensity to get the physical and skill changes you
desire.  We cover this in our courses.  However, look at the
channels below to see just a sample of how many exercises
you could do.

If you have no injury or pain, then have a go and see how you
get on with some of these.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCILVW0hmniLhNq4pciMHHlQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUmWusXh7dDc7AzUPPWElfA/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzowsGKOQHYzmq5cxiRvTug/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaqhCgm5TQQKY2dlVaowzIQ/videos


Level 2 - FASTER Coach
Rehabilitation of physical injuries (diagnosed)

At coach level we start to delve into the coaching side of
training.  In the rehabilitation stage, the goal though is tougher
than just delivering a skill, it is about managing the recovery
stages.  

This requires an different thought process, it requires one that
looks at a recovering injury in these ways -

First Priority - Protect the Injured Area
Second Priority - Reduce the negative effects of the injury
Third Priority - Keep the clients confidence in movement

So as you start to build out the programming for this client,
then you have to become better at understanding and then
delivering movement solutions with precision.

For example, in a rehabilitation progress for a client with a
shoulder injury, you can protect the site of the injury and then
keep movement challenges happening in the spine, hips and
foot and ankle.  
As the injury recovers, then the amount of additional load and
challenge that can be put on the shoulder could be increased.  
Click here for an example of this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBWyjcxAyzk


Level 2 - FASTER Coach

Prevention of Injuries

So as we discovered this is where we are trying to improve
someone's skill level, decision making and risk taking to help
lower the risk of them getting a preventable injury.   In order to
do this then one great thing to do, is to coach someone to
move really well.  This means that you get them to associate
great performance with a feeling that they can control.

Demanding this in a session under fatigue is a great way of
getting someone to really feel things and get involved.   There
is a problem though.

The big problem with injury prevention in our industry is that
everything is built on posture and symmetrical movement.
However, we know that although after an injury you can
become less symmetrical in posture and movement,
connecting this to injuries and also great movement, especially
in fit and healthy people has not been done at all.



Level 2 - FASTER Coach

Prevention of Injuries

So in order to see a great movement, then we have to coach.  
Below is a coaching session I did with a client to get them to
move well before a leg circuit focussing on one of the skills we
try to improve with relevant clients at FASTER.  Keeping the
client at an 8 or 9 is the key.   If you want to read more on the
coaching system that influenced this system then you need to
go to Amazon and get hold of the inner game of tennis.  It is an
amazing book on coaching, if not particularly scientific.

Click here to see the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anLCqBYltwU


Level 2 - FASTER Coach

Performance

As mentioned before, then the following reasons someone
trains for performance will fit into one or more of the
following categories -

Improved Body Shape
Improved Power Output
Improved Stamina
Improved Skill

What is important to know at this stage though, is that all of
the above rely on skill and fatigue management.  At this level
we do not explore fatigue, but instead we look deeper into skill
development.

Skill development will affect the amount of power output that
is allowed in each movement, the volume of exercise that can
be completed as well as having an effect on the likelihood of
injury.  Too much time in skill development close to a
competition with a fixed skill can be detrimental to optimal
performance, however it is still a better bet than focusing only
on performance.



Level 2 - FASTER Coach

Performance
To develop a skill then these are the required steps

1 - Initial and short amount of intrinsic coaching (move your
hips, align your pelvis etc)
2 - Extrinsic challenges (can you get to here, can you do it this
quick etc)

The key to skill development is that you will spend a lot of time
failing and near failing.  Each movement won't look nice, as the
clients body searches for the best way to complete each task.

This is vital though, as it will get the client to move very well,
which in turn will allow you to train them hard!  Obviously it is
this overload that will produce all of the above physical results
(although obviously nutrition and lifestyle will play a part too).

Here is an example of a leg circuit using coaching on one
station.  Gerett is an athlete and yet this circuit wrecked him!
 Our goal was to get him to work hard (cardio/lactate) but also
be able to improve his power output, under fatigue in a squat.
 The aim was skill over performance. Click here to see the leg
circuit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIqA7LbVYxU&feature=youtu.be


Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Rehabilitation of physical injuries (diagnosed)

The difference between the Coach and the Specialist level is
vast.  At Specialist Level, our goal is to get you to a point where
you can see all motion and also review research to make very
good decisions.

When it comes to injuries, especially recovery, then this is vital.
 The FASTER standard for finding research is to use the
following system.  It is not just about Rehabilitation; this works
across all formats -

1- a specific and meaningful question
2- good comprehensive research, relevant and high quality
3- creation of a journey of challenges to get quickly to a
meaningful result
4- great and long term assessments that have meaning to the
client
5- specific and high-quality coaching
6- great observations of motion and highly relevant reactive
decision-making session by session



Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Rehabilitation of physical injuries (diagnosed)

To find the great research, you should work to a standard.  We
suggest the following standard -

1 - Research scientific blogs to find search terms for the
papers you want to read
2 - Look up abstracts for relevant papers, often great to start
with review papers to help point you towards specific papers
3 - Get a list of many papers, and then start to narrow them
down on quality
4 - Although it is a bit controversial in research circles, I
suggest you use the IF (Impact Factor) of a journal to point you
to quality papers.  In the fitness industry, an IF of 3.0 or above
is good on average.  The IF should increase over the years
though.
5 - Read the papers and rule out none human studies, small
studies, and biased studies.
6 - On the balance of evidence, make the right decision to
implement into your training



Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Rehabilitation of physical injuries (diagnosed)
For injuries, we try to move the body part away from danger
and then get the rest of the body to work hard.  We do this
within a similar movement pattern to the ones that the client
needs when they recover.  

Here is an example of how we work with injuries, we used to
call this functional therapy -

(do not worry about filling your name in the box!)

Click here to see the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o09WpOoCTO8


Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Prevention of Injuries

Injury prevention is built on skill levels and risk taking, as we
mentioned before.  Identifying potential risks requires
research, then matching up those scenarios with similar
movements and intensity.

Applying a thought process like this is a great thing to do when
building testing, in the video playlist below you can see how
we apply this knowledge for a footballer in Australia.  

We put together a set of workouts live (so forgive the
language and pauses).  It is great to watch because this is the
kind of live support we do give to our students, but also
because you get a real life example of training.

Click here to see the video playlist (over 2 hours of watching!)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL80kS5T7xuqlJM9fIqcCFPRqTgoHvoYWw


Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Performance

Building performance training for clients, with the skills of a
specialist, is about cycling between skill development and then
performance application.  Building programming not as
formulaic as you may expect, and it is the testing that will
guide the changes in focus.  

Additionally a focus on skill development mixed with a focus
on performance training is possible.

FASTER defines performance training as the clients optimal
movement, uncompromisingly applied to relevant loading,
matched to energy systems to generate the best possible
improvement in measured performance.

FASTER defines skill training as the development of skills, with
the piece of knowledge that this will be at the expense of some
of the pace of improvement in performance.   During this
phase, the focus is on building as many scenarios as possible
for our client to get out of, using the skills we are trying to
grow and promote.  



Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Performance Rather than look for perfect performance with
this focus, we look for meaningful practice.   Meaningful
practice is the movements that push boundaries and skills to
the limit.   Quite often, the ability to complete the movements
results is partial or complete failure.  All of this is a great way
of expanding the clients skill base and also increasing the
power output in the performance training due to the brain
recognizing these new movements as safe.

The way we program for this across our courses, is to use a
system called the SETS card.  This card means -

Skill
Energy Systems
Training Tool
System

The goal is that as you fill in the form using the layout as a
visual guide to building an exercise and a full workout session.
 



Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Performance Each exercise (or full session) will have a focus.
If the focus is performance and energy systems, then the
columns for skill will not be very full. When skill development
is important, then the skill section will have some variables in
it, but the energy system side will have a lower % of maximum
output alongside it.

If you understand how to use the SETS card properly (which is
something we focus on during the Specialist course) then you
will be awesome at creating very specific exercises.
 Additionally you will have the skills to load appropriately, and
ensure exactly the right intensities to get the best results for
your clients, whatever your client requires.

Here is part of a lecture on the SETs training card from our
new Circuit Training Card.  In combination with the other
Specialist Lectures you have seen up until now, you should be
able to recognize the importance of the big picture.  Learning
to build specific tests, exercises, loads, intensities, coaching
skills and combining them with delivery really does give your
client the best chance of getting an amazing result.
Performance

 



Level 3 - FASTER Specialist

Performance Building performance training for clients, with
the skills of a specialist, is about cycling between skill
development and then performance application.  Building
programming not as formulaic as you may expect, and it is the
testing that will guide the changes in focus.  

Additionally a focus on skill development mixed with a focus
on performance training is possible.

FASTER defines performance training as the clients optimal
movement, uncompromisingly applied to relevant loading,
matched to energy systems to generate the best possible
improvement in measured performance.

FASTER defines skill training as the development of skills, with
the piece of knowledge that this will be at the expense of some
of the pace of improvement in performance.   During this
phase, the focus is on building as many scenarios as possible
for our client to get out of, using the skills we are trying to
grow and promote.  

Click here to see a short video on our SETS program card
 

https://youtu.be/EHcZbxt46IE


Myths

Static and Dynamic Stretching Lengthens Muscle
It changes the nervous systems response to range in a tissue.
 
Foam rolling, trigger point training and other fascia release
techniques deform the length of the non-contractile tissue,
surrounding the muscle, called fascia.
The reality is that the amount of force required to change the
property of tissue is so great it would be too painful to do.
Instead, the increased range is a nervous system response. Use
of pain to get this result can cause more pain over the long term.
 
Basic strength transfers to performance. For example, squats
transfer to sprinting.
Actually the less advanced the athlete, then the more any training
transfers to performance. As people become more fit and better
skilled, then the more specific the training needs to be.



Myths

Low reps are the only way to grow muscle, and high reps cause
the muscle to atrophy.  
The research shows that active muscles, in a positive energy
balance scenario, will hypertrophy.  High reps make growth more
difficult simply because of the additional energy requirements.

Power and strength assessments show the maximum output
from the muscle.  Called the engine or raw muscle power by
some.
Full capacity will not be expressed, except in exceptional
circumstances or danger.
 
Posture and symmetrical movement can be used to predict a
potential injury.
In the research both posture and movement has been shown to
change after an injury.  Often in a predictable way.  However, this
has not been repeated the other way to show causation.  Some
people can show what appears to be an asymmetrical
movement, or 'bad' posture and yet never suffer an injury or pain.



Special Offer

Use this code to get 5% off of your purchase from FASTER on
any of our courses.
bookoffer1

http://fasterglobal.com/functional-training-career-route/
http://fasterglobal.com/become-a-personal-trainer-product-comparison/

